Abstract. We prove that certain classes of Hilbert space operators that are direct sums of operators in specified classes are closed under sequential »-strong limits. One such example is the class of operators that are direct sums of operators that are either subnormal or have imaginary parts with spectrum contained
Suppose H is a Hilbert space, and let B(H) denote the set of (bounded linear) operators on H. If T £ B(H) and M is a (closed linear) subspace of H, we say that M reduces T if T(M) c M and T(M±) cM1. If
P is the orthogonal projection onto M, then M reduces T precisely when TP = PT. If M reduces T, A = T\M, and B = T\ML, we say that T is the direct sum of A and B, and we write T = A®B. In this paper we consider classes of all operators that can be decomposed into direct sums of operators of specified types, and we show that, in a large number of cases, these classes are closed under sequential limits in various operator topologies. These results seem somewhat surprising, since the subspaces of decomposition are usually not continuous.
The operator topologies that we will consider are the norm, strong, *-strong, and weak operator topologies. A net {T"} of operators in B(H) converges strongly to an operator T if, for every vector x in H, \\T"x -Tx\\ -» 0. The net {T"} converges *-strongly to T if both T" -> T and T* -> T* strongly. The net {Tn} converges weakly to T if, for every x, y in H, (Tnx, y) -► (Tx,y).
For a sample result, suppose S" is the class of all operators that can be decomposed into a direct sum of three operators (not all three summands must be present) A © B ® C such that A is hyponormal (A* A -A A* > 0), S~XB*S is subnormal (the restriction of a normal operator to an invariant subspace) with HS-^SH < 12 and ||5|| US"1!! < 37, and C2 is Hermitian. Note that the orthogonal decomposition H = HA®HB®HC is dependent on the operator T. Next note that such a decomposition is not unique (consider the identity operator). We show (Theorem 6) that S^ is closed under sequential *-strong limits; it follows that S? is closed under norm limits. However, & is not closed under strong sequential limits. In fact, every operator on an infinitedimensional space is the strong limit of a sequence of operators in S? (since S' contains all scalar multiples of the adjoints isometries).
A class & of operators is called a part class [BFH] precisely when it is closed under unitary equivalence and has the property that a direct sum of operators is in & if and only if each summand is in ¿P. It was shown in [BFH] that a class of operators ¿P that is closed under unitary equivalence is a part class if and only if every Hilbert space operator can be uniquely decomposed into a direct sum T = A® B with A in & and B having no direct summands in
The following result was proved in [H5, Theorem 5 .1]. Proposition 1. Suppose ¿P is a part class. The following are equivalent:
( 1 ) ¿P is closed under norm limits.
(2) 9 is closed under ^-strong sequential limits.
(3) For every T in 9 and every unital representation n of C*(T), we have n(T) is in 3° .
A part class satisfying one of the above three properties is called a continuous part class. It was shown in [HI, Theorem 6.16 ] that if r and R are positive numbers, then the class S^^ of operators T, for which there is an invertible operator S with STS~X subnormal, ||5|| \\S~X\\ < r, \\S~XTS\\ < R, is a continuous part class. Moreover, if we replace subnormal with normal in the definition of S^.r , we also obtain a continuous part class [HI, Theorem 6 .11] that we will call jVTtR .
We next consider part classes that are closed under strong sequential limits.
Proposition 2. For a continuous part class a0 the following are equivalent:
(4) ¿P is closed under sequential strong limits.
(5) 9 is closed under restrictions to invariant subspaces.
(6) For every T in ¿P and every unital completely positive operator-valued map tp on C*(T) such that tp(T*T) = tp(T*)tp(T), we have tp(T) is in 0°.
Proof. (4) => (5). Suppose T £ B(H), T is in a0, M is a subspace of H such that T(M) c M, and S = T\ M. Then S ® S ® ■ ■■ is the restriction of T®T®---to M®M &■■■ . Since S is in ¿P if and only if S®S®-■■ is in
9, we can assume that M is infinite dimensional. We can also assume that H is separable, since H is a direct sum of separable subspaces that reduce both T and the projection onto M. We can therefore assume that both H and M are separable and infinite dimensional. It follows from [H4, Theorem 4.4 ] that S = T\M is the strong limit of a sequence of operators that are unitarily equivalent to T. Hence S is in 9 since 9 is a continuous part class.
(5) => (6). Suppose T is in 9 and tp is a unital completely positive map from C*(T) into B(M) for some Hilbert space M suchthat tp(T*T) = tp(T*)tp(T). It follows from Stinespring's theorem [S] that there is a unital *-homomorphism n: C*(T) -* B(H), where H is a Hilbert space containing M such that, for every A in C*(T), tp(A) = Pn(A)\M, where P is the orthogonal projection onto M. It follows from tp(T*T) = tp(T*)q>(T) that M is an invariant subspace for n(T) ; whence, tp(T) is in ¿P , since it is the restriction of n(T) to an invariant subspace. T"k -T strongly, it follows that T;j"k -T*T weakly. Hence tp^T^,) = tp^^tp^oo).
It follows from (6) that T is in 9 . D
A part class satisfying one of the conditions (4)- (6) is called a strongly continuous part class. The classes of subnormal operators and hyponormal operators and the class 5?r,R defined above are strongly continuous part classes.
The final part classes we consider are the ones that are closed under weak limits. If T £ B(H), M is a subspace of H, and P is the orthogonal projection onto M, then the compression of T to M is the operator PT\M in B(M). The following proposition is proved in a manner that is very similar to that of the preceding proposition, and it is therefore omitted. Continuous part classes behave with direct integrals like part properties behave with direct sums. Suppose H is a separable Hilbert space and (fl, p) is a complete finite measure space. We define L2(p, H) to be the Hilbert space of all measurable functions / from Q to H suchthat ||/||2 = Ja\\f(oe)\\2dp(oj) < oo. We let L°°(p, B(H)) denote the set of all strongly measurable functions tp: Q -* B(H) such that ||ç»||oo = ess-sup||ç»(tu)|| < oo. Each tp in L°°(p, B(H)) induces an operator T on L2(p,H) defined by T(tp)(a>) = <p(co)f(oe). The operator T is called the direct integral of the operators Tw = tp(oj), and we write T = /e Tw dp(co).
A result from [H2] (see [H3, Theorem 6 .2]) relates direct integrals and direct sums in terms of approximate equivalence. Two operators A and B are approximately equivalent [V] , denoted A ~a B, if B is a norm limit of operators that are unitarily equivalent to A. The results in [H2, H3] state that if T = ¡e Twdp(oj), then (i) either Tw is a summand of T or T ~aT'@Tm a.e. (p), and (ii) T ~a Tai ® 7^ ® ■■■ for some sequence {«"} in fí.
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of these ideas, since a continuous part class is closed under approximate equivalence. Proposition 4. Suppose £P is a continuous part class. A direct integral J Tw dp(oj) on a separable Hilbert space is in & if and only if almost every Tu is in ¿P.
Another key ingredient in our results is the following simple result concerning irreducible representations. In [E] Ernest defined a spectrum for an operator T, which we call the Ernest spectrum and is defined to be the set of unitary equivalence classes of the operators n(T) with n an irreducible representation of C*(T). The following lemma says that the Ernest spectrum of a finite direct sum of operators is the union of the Ernest spectra of the summands. Recall [H5] that y/ is a continuous decomposable function if there is a sequence {pn(x,y)} of noncommutative polynomials such that \\y/(T)-pn(T, T*)\\ -* 0 uniformly on bounded sets on B(H), where H is any Hilbert space.
Lemma 5. Suppose T = Tx ®T2® ■■■ ®Tn and n : C*(T) -» B(H") is an irreducible representation. Then there is a k, 1 < k < n, and an irreducible representation p of C*(Tk) such that p(Tk) = n(T). Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma when n = 2. The rest follows by induction. Assume via contradiction that no such k, 1 < k < 2, and p exist. It follows from [H5, Corollary 3.2] that there are nonnegative continuous decomposable functions y/x, y/2 such that y/x(Tx) = 0, y/2(T2) = 0 and y/x(n(T)) ¿ 0, v2(n(T)) ¿ 0. Hence y/x(T)C*(T)y/2(T) = {0}, which, by applying n, yields y/x(n(T))C*(7i(T))i//2(n(T)) = {0}. Since n is irreducible, C*(n(T)) is strongly dense in B(HK). This contradicts the fact that ipx(n(T))^0 and y/2(n(T)) ¿ 0. D If &\, £P2, ... , iPn is a finite collection of part classes, we define their direct sum £PX®¿P2®---®¿P" to be the class of operators that can be decomposed into a direct sum of operators in ¿Px U • • • U ¿Pn ■ It is easily seen that a finite direct sum of part classes is a part class. Our main result concerns direct sums of continuous part classes.
Theorem 6. Suppose the part class ¿P is the direct sum of the part classes £P\,¿P2, ... ,¿Pn. If each 3Pk is a continuous part class, then ¿P is a continuous part class.
Proof. Suppose T = Tx ® T2® ■■ ■ ®T" , with Tk in ¿Pk for 1 < k < n , and suppose that n: C*(T) -» B(Hn) is a representation. Since ¿P is a part class and n is a direct sum of representations on separable Hilbert spaces, we can assume that Hn is separable. However, every representation on a separable Hilbert space is a direct sum of direct integrals of irreducible representations [D] , so we can assume that n is a direct integral of irreducible representations.
First suppose n is irreducible. It follows from Lemma 5 that there is a k, 1 < k < n, and a representation p on C*(Tk) such that p(Tk) = n(T) ; whence, n(T) is in ¿Pk .
For the case in which n is a direct integral of irreducible representations, we obtain n: C*(T) -* B(L2(p,H)), n(A) = J® nw(A)dp((o) for every A in C*(T), and each nw is an irreducible representation. Since each &k is closed under *-strong sequential limits, we know &>k n B(H) is a Borel set for 1 < k < n. Hence {co £ Q: Tw is in ¿Pk} is a measurable subset of SI for 1 < k < n . Thus, by Proposition 4, n(T) is in 9 . G It seems at first glance that the proof of Theorem 6 might be extendable to prove the analogues for strongly continuous and weakly continuous part classes. However, neither of these analogues is true, as the following examples show.
Example. Let ¿Px be the class of all isometries, let 3P2 be the class of all operators with norm at most 1/2, and let &■$ denote the class of all Hermitian operators. Then, since ¿Px is closed under restrictions to invariant subspaces and £P2 and ^3 are closed under compressions, &\ is strongly continuous and both £P2 and ¿^3 are weakly continuous. However, &>\ ® ¿P2 is not strongly continuous, and ¿P2 ® ¿Pt, is not weakly continuous.
To see this, let 5" be the unilateral shift operator, defined on an orthonormal basis {ex,e2, ...} by Se" = e"+x. Then T = S ® ^S is in &x ® 3°2. Let M be the closed linear span of {en ® en/2": n > 1} . Then T(M) c M, and T\M is a weighted unilateral weighted shift that is irreducible but is neither an isometry nor an operator with norm at most \ . Hence T\M is not in ¿Px ®¿P2 . Thus ¿Px ® ¿P2 is not strongly continuous.
Let A be a normal operator whose spectrum is the closed disk centered at 0 with radius \ , and let B = 2. Then A® B is in ¿P2 ® ¿Pt, , but the numerical range of A ® B, being dense in the closed convex hull of its spectrum, contains a complex number X that has absolute value greater than \ and is not real. However, A is a compression of A ® B that is not in ¿P2 ® ¿Pt, . Thus B®2 ® ¿Pt, is not weakly continuous. D
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